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Dailan Kifki

2015-07-01

una novela cl�sica de la literatura infantil donde las situaciones m�s desopilantes son contadas con la
ternura necesaria para que sean inolvidables uno puede encontrar un gato abandonado en un umbral puede
encontrar un perro una cucaracha una hormiga extraviada hasta un beb� con pa�al y alfiler de gancho
todo menos un elefante as� fue como dailan kifki apareci� un buen d�a y cambi� la vida de toda la familia
porque aunque parezca mentira no es f�cil criar a un elefante sobre todo si se queda dormido arriba de
una planta que crece hasta las nubes

Bookbird

1994

a hilarious adventure with an elephant written by argentina s lewis carroll what would you do if you
woke up one morning and found a huge and lonely elephant at your door an elephant with a letter hanging
from its ear saying my name is dailan kifki and i beg you not to be alarmed at the fact that i m an elephant
well you would probably adopt him too wouldn t you but when dailan kifki falls ill and ends up at the
top of a tree only the fire brigade can get him down unfortunately the fireman who arrives seems more
interested in flying away with the elephant than bringing him back to earth and so a charming surreal and
very funny adventure begins complete with fold up forests a grumpy dwarf an unhelpful brother and a
highly suspicious umbrella mar�a elena walsh 1930 2011 was an argentinian poet novelist musician
playwright writer and composer mainly known for her songs and books for children she was highly
commended for the hans christian andersen prize and one of the songs she wrote became a civil rights
anthem during the military dictatorship in argentina she wrote more than 40 children s books over her
lifetime and was considered a living legend cultural hero and crest of nearly every childhood

An Elephantasy

2016-08-25

der sammelband bietet erstmals in deutscher sprache einblicke in das bibliothekswesen im romanischen
kulturraum expertinnen der iberromania galloromania italoromania balkanromania sowie ausgew�hlter
au�ereurop�ischer l�nder und regionen u a lateinamerika afrika karibik beleuchten aus vorwiegend
wissenschaftshistorischer perspektive ausgew�hlte aspekte wie bibliothekstypologie vernetzung
organisationsstruktur finanzierung und f�rderung oder zentrale einrichtungen f�r das bibliothekswesen die
beitr�ge richten sich an bibliothekswissenschaftlerinnen bibliothekarinnen in der ausbildung und im beruf
historikerinnen und romanistinnen

Bibliographic Guide to Latin American Studies

1991

guida per insegnanti di italiano per la classe quarta della scuola primaria in allegato un cd con canzoni
grammaticali e basi musicali



Con este s�, con este no

1992

emil und die detektive pippi langstrumpf oder alice im wunderland wer hat die klassiker als kind nicht selbst
gern gelesen doch wem sind auch papelucho kevade oder poil de carotte gel�ufig wer sich ausf�hrlich �ber
inhalt bedeutung und wirkung der international bekannten kinderb�cher kundig machen m�chte sollte in
diesem lexikon nachschlagen eine fundgrube von 534 kinderb�chern aus �ber 60 l�ndern davon ein drittel
aus der zeit nach 1945

Libros latinoamericanos

1992

this book addresses contemporary discourses on a wide variety of topics related to the ideological and
epistemological changes of the 19th 20th and 21st centuries and the ways in which they have shaped the
spanish language and cultural manifestations in both spain and hispanic america the majority of the
chapters are concerned with otherness in its various dimensions the alien other foreign immigrant
ethnically different disempowered female or minor as well as the other of different sexual orientation and
or ideology following octavio paz otherness is expressed as the attempt to find the lost object of desire
the frustrating endeavour of the androgynous plato wishing to embrace the other half of zeus who in his
wrath tore off from him otherness compels human beings to search for the complement from which they
were severed thus a male joins a female his other half the only half that not only fills him but which
allows him to return to the unity and reconciliation which is restored in its own perfection formerly
altered by divine will as a result of this transformation one can annul the distance that keeps us away
from that which not being our own turns into a source of anguish the clashing diversity of all things
requires the human predisposition to accept that which is different such a predisposition is an expression
of epistemological ethical and political aperture the disposition to co exist with the different is imagined
in the de anthropocentricization of the bonds with all living realms and otherness is in some way the
reflection of sameness mismidad the other is closely related to the self because the vision of the other
implies a reflection about the self it implies consciously or not a relationship with the self these topics
are addressed in this book from an interdisciplinary perspective encompassing arts humanities and social
sciences

Das Bibliothekswesen in der Romania

2019-09-23

latin american women writers an encyclopedia presents the lives and critical works of over 170 women
writers in latin america between the sixteenth and twentieth centuries this features thematic entries as
well as biographies of female writers whose works were originally published in spanish or portuguese and
who have had an impact on literary political and social studies focusing on drama poetry and fiction
this work includes authors who have published at least three literary texts that have had a significant
impact on latin american literature and culture each entry is followed by extensive bibliographic
references including primary and secondary sources coverage consists of critical appreciation and
analysis of the writers works brief biographical data is included but the main focus is on the meanings and
contexts of the works as well as their cultural and political impact in addition to author entries other
themes are explored such as humor in contemporary latin american fiction lesbian literature in latin
america magic realism or mother images in latin american literature the aim is to provide a unique thorough



scholarly survey of women writers and their works in latin america this encyclopedia will be of interest
to both to the student of literature as well as to any reader interested in understanding more about
latin american culture literature and how women have represented gender and national issues throughout
the centuries
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Klassiker der Kinder- und Jugendliteratur

2017-01-19

ike its predecessors this book serves as a guide to any adult interested in selecting books in spanish for
children in preschool through high school most of the books included in the guide have been published since
1984 and come from argentina chile colombia costa rica cuba dominican republic mexico nicaragua puerto
rico spain sweden the u s uruguay and venezuela

Anuario I.S.B.N.

1997

la liste exhaustive des ouvrages disponibles publi�s en langue fran�aise dans le monde la liste des
�diteurs et la liste des collections de langue fran�aise

Otherness in Hispanic Culture

2014-06-26

this comprehensive resource offers planning and programming tips and information on the materials needed
to begin improve or expand upon services to latino children most of the suggestions are for a preschool
and elementary age audience but older children and intergenerational programs are briefly considered

Latin American Women Writers: An Encyclopedia

2014-01-09

this three part index to summaries of children s books located in bibliographies children s literature
textbooks and books of activities helps professionals keep current by directing them to the locations of
summaries of over 18 000 titles in the 86 books analyzed

Bogmarkedet
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Bibliographie de la France

1983

for much of its history children s literature has been overlooked or looked down on by scholars but in
recent years children s literature has assumed greater importance as literary critics psychologists
anthropologists and historians have begun to discover what children and parents have known for
centuries that this is a literature of extraordinary richness depth and delight the encyclopedia captures
and elucidates this richness in four volumes and 3 200 signed entries it offers comprehensive coverage of
children s literature from medieval chapbooks of moral instruction for children to j k rowling s immensely
popular harry potter books unlike other references the encyclopedia not only documents but also
interprets every work major and minor that has played a role in the history of children s literature in the
world general essays illuminate prominent trends themes genres and the traditions of children s literature
in many countries in addition the encyclopedia provides biographies of important writers as well as
extensive coverage of illustrators with numerous examples of their work sociocultural developments
such as the impact of toys films animation the internet literacy libraries and librarians censorship the
multicultural expansion of the field and other issues related to the appreciation and dissemination of
children s literature are also addressed while the encyclopedia concentrates on the tradition known best
by its readership it also covers the international development of children s literature and offers an
unprecedented treatment of works from australia canada new zealand india pakistan african countries
and other nations its over 800 distinguished contributors come from around the world and include such
renowned scholars and writers as gillian avery peter hunt klaus doderer hansa heino ewers jean perrot
denise escarpit brian alderson and betsy gould hearne a z organization accessible writing plentiful
illustrations cross references bibliographies a comprehensive index and a systematic outline make the
encyclopedia an invaluable and easy to use research reference

Bibliographie nationale fran�aise

1983

entries include personal data address career professional organizations awards and honors writings
illustrations sidelights and critical sources

Bibliograf�a espa�ola

1999-07

puntos de partida para la caracterizaci�n de un libro infantil por graciela per riconi significaci�n del
animal en el cuento infantil por mar�a del carmen fer n�ndez la luna y el sol analisis de un cuento

National Union Catalog
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Books in Spanish for Children and Young Adults

1978

Les Livres disponibles

1988

Programming with Latino Children's Materials

1999

Rivisteria

1992

The National union catalog, 1968-1972

1973

Master Index to Summaries of Children's Books

1985

Espa�ol, tercer grado

1997
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The National Union Catalogs, 1963-

1964

The Oxford Encyclopedia of Children's Literature: Smad-Zwer, index

2006

Contemporary Spanish-Speaking Writers and Illustrators for
Children and Young Adults

1994-02-23

A Dictionary of Contemporary Latin American Authors

1975

El Libro infantil
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Bulletin critique du livre fran�ais

1983
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